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1. Introduction

SASSYS is a coupled neutronic and thermal hydraulic code developed for the analysis

of transients in liquid metal cooled reactors (LMRs)1. The code is especially suited for

evaluating off normal reactor transients - protected (design basis) and unprotected (anticipated

transient without scram) transients. Because SASSYS is heavily used in support of the IFR2

concept and of innovative LMR designs, such as PRISM3, a strong validation base for the

code must exist Part of the validation process for SASSYS is analysis of experiments

performed on operating reactors, such as the metal fuelled Experimental Breeder Reactor - II

(EBR-II). During the course of a series of historic whole-plant experiments, EBR-II illustrated

key safety features of metal fuelled LMRs4. These experiments, the Shutdown Heat Removal

Tests (SHRT), culminated in unprotected loss of flow and loss of heat sink transients from full

power and flow. Analysis cf these and earlier SHRT experiments constitutes a vital part of

SASSYS validation, because it facilitates scrutiny of specific SASSYS models and of

integrated code capability.

The thermal-hydraulic testing program at EBR-II has evolved into an experimental

program supporting the design of advanced LMRs,~with special emphasis on passive safety.4

An important part of the SHRT program has been the demonstration of the passive decay heat

removal features of EBR-IL The SHRT program has demonstrated the passive removal of

decay heat following reactor shutdown by natural circulation of primary sodium coolant;

passive reactor shutdown following a loss of forced circulation; and passive reactor shutdown

following a loss of balance of plant heat sinlc.5 Along with providing an understanding of the

response of EBR-II to off normal transients, the SHRT tests have provided test data for

validating computer codes used in the design, licensing, and operation of LMRs.

The SHRT program consisted of 58 reactor experiments, performed during a two year

period. The early experiments consisted of protected loss-of-flow transients (LOF) from

various power and flow conditions, which confirmed the ability of natural circulation to



remove reactor decay heat. The next series of experiments consisted of mild flow and reactor

inlet temperature perturbations, from various initial power and flow conditions. These tests

were used to establish the reactivity feedback characteristics of the core. Knowledge gained

from the early experiments permitted the safe progression to the next series of experiments.

These experiments consisted of loss-of-flow without scram (LOFWS) tests from various power

and flow conditions. Included among these tests was an unprotected station blackout (loss of

normal and emergency a-c electric power without scram) from full power and flow -

SHRT 45. The final group of tests consisted of balance of plant (BOP) transients. Among

these transients was a test which modeled the effect of a complete loss of heat sink without
•

scram (LOHSWS) with the reactor operating at full power and flow - SHRT B302. The

SHRT program culminated in repeat performances of the two most severe transients (SHRT

45R and SHRT B302R, where R denotes a repeat test) before an international audience of fast

reactor experts. These experiments, the Inherent Safety Demonstration Tests, showed that

natural processes such as negative reactivity feedback due to thermal expansion of reactor

materials and natural convection of the primary system sodium coolant will shutdown EBR-

II and prevent excessive core temperatures even if a serious accident were to disable the plant

protection system.6

This paper details the integrated code analysis of the Inherent Safety Demonstration

Tests for SASSYS validation purposes. The SASSYS analysis of EBR-II utilizes data from

early SHRT tests to deveiop primary system thermal hydraulic models and core reactivity

feedback models. The combined effect of these is evaluated by comparison of computed

reactor quantities to data from SHRT 45 and SHRT B302R.

2. Description of EBR-H

The EBR-II plant consists of a primary system and a secondary system, which both

use liquid sodium as a coolant, and a conventional steam system as detailed in figure 1.

The reactor has a thermal power rating of 62.5 MW which produces about 20 MW of

electricity.

The EBR-II primary system, shown in figure 2, is located in a large double walled

tank, which contains about 340 m3 of sodium at 644 K under normal operating conditions.

Two centrifugal pumps draw sodium from the pool into two reactor plena. About 84% of



the flow passes through the high pressure plenum and cools the core subassemblies, the

remainder is diverted to radial reflector and blanket subassemblies via the low pressure

plenum. The flow from all of the subassemblies collects in the upper plenum before passing

through the outlet pipe connected to the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX). After passing

through the IHX, flow exits into the primary tank. An electromagnetic auxiliary pump is

connected to the outlet pipe, and is designed to provide about 0.5% of nominal flow during

LOF transients, smoothing the transition to natural circulation flow. Under normal operating

conditions, sodium coolant leaves the reactor at a rate of 485 kg/s and at a temperature of

746 K.

The secondary system sodium is driven by a single electromagnetic pump at a flowrate

of 315 kg/s. The heat in the secondary system is transferred to a double walled steam

generator that consists of seven parallel evaporators and two superheaters. The steam system

is a conventional turbine-generator to produce electricity. The superheaters deliver 32 kg/s of

steam at 711 K and 8.70 MPa to the turbine.

During the SHRT experiments, valuable core data was provided by fully instrumented

and calibrated in-core fueled subassemblies.7 These subassemblies delivered direct, real time

measurements of in-core sodium temperatures and subassembly flowrate. The instrumented

subassembly XX09, which was designed to operate at the same conditions as a core driver

subassembly, provided core data during the later series of SHRT experiments. It contained

61 elements, 59 of which were Mark-II fuel elements. There were 28 thermocouples

measuring the three-dimensional temperature field throughout the subassembly, including 13

thermocouples which measured the coolant temperature at the top of the fueled region of the

subassembly.

The thermocouple and flowmeters in XX09 were connected to the Data Acquisition

System. The Data Acquisition System also provided extensive plant data from other

thermocouples and flowmeters scattered throughout the plant. This system permitted an in

depth analysis of the thermal hydraulic response of a core driver subassembly and of primary,

secondary, and steam system transient conditions,



3. The SASSYS Model of EBR-H

SASSYS provides a detailed thermal-hydraulic and neutron kinetics treatment of the

reactor core, coupled with a general thermal-hydraulic treatment of the primary and

intermediate heat transport systems.1 Application of SASSYS modeling to EBR-E was aided

by analysis of early SHRT experiments. Analysis of a protected LOF from full power and

flow transient (SHRT 17) provided validation of the primary and secondary heat transport

models. Analysis of the mild reactor flow and core inlet temperature perturbation experiments

provided estimates of reactivity feedback characteristics. Included in the SASSYS depiction

of EBR-II are models of all of the main heat transfer components in the primary and

secondary systems. Currently a steam system model has not been added, instead the sodium

temperature drops across the superheaters and evaporators as functions of time are used to

establish the ultimate heat transfer boundary condition. The subassemblies connected to the

high pressure plenum are modeled as 11 core channels. The subassemblies are grouped into

the channels based on similarities in composition, flowrate, and operating power (i.e., all

control rod subassemblies are grouped into one core channel, the inner reflector subassemblies

are grouped into another, and so on). XX09 is modeled as a separate channel. The

subassemblies in each channel are conceptually represented as a single, average fuel pin, its

associated coolant, and a fraction of the subassembly duct wall. Although this system allows

modeling of average; transient conditions in representative subassemblies, internal temperature

and flow variations due to flux tilt, edge effects, and intra-subassembly cross flow can not be

evaluated. There are a number of other phenomena not included in the model of EBR-II

which could affect the quality of the simulation. These include subassembly to subassembly

heat transfer, pump heat generation, coolant stratification in the primary tank, and heat losses

through the shutdown coolers and shield cooling systems.

The SHRT 17 experiment was a scram from full power with a simultaneous trip of

both primary and secondary pumps. The protected nature of the transient enabled attention

to be focused on specific aspects of the primary and secondary models. Computer simulation

qf SHRT 17 was accomplished by specifying the primary pump speeds during the coastdown,

steam generator sodium side transient temperature drop, and the transient core power. One

of the measures by which the quality of the simulation can be judged is its prediction of the

temperature histories in XX09. Accurate prediction of the power and flow are necessary to



provide good simulations of any given temperature response. The flowrate is controlled by

the primary pump coastdown dynamics for duration of the coastdown period (about 50 s), and

thereafter by the natural circulation driving force. The coastdown behavior is based on a

homologous pump model.8 At the end of the coastdown when the pump speed has fallen to

6% of nominal, the pump rotor is assumed to lock and the flow through the core is driven

by natural circulation alone. The calculated natural circulation flowrate through the primary

then depends upon the frictional pressure drop of the locked rotor. In the model the frictional

pressure drop is set by a parameter, which is in effect the drag coefficient of the locked rotor.

This parameter is chosen so that the calculated natural circulation flowrate will match the

observed natural circulation flowrate. Thus, in practice, the locked rotor parameter is used to

sweep up any uncertainties in the thermal-hydraulic modeling of natural circulation into a

single parameter. As shown in figure 3, the pump model can be used to accurately simulate

the pump flowrate except during the transition from forced to natural circulation flow, about

50 s into the transient. This is due to the abrupt change of pump behavior from the detailed

homologous model to the single parameter locked rotor model. Figure 4 compares the

calculated coolant temperature with the average, measured coolant temperature for the top of

the core thermocouples in XX09. Agreement is excellent except during the transition from

forced to natural circulation flow.

This analysis demonstrates the ability of SASSYS to model a protected LOF in EBR-II.

Because the core transient power was specified as an input, the response of the code depended

upon the thermal-hydraulic models alone. The excellent agreement shown between observed

and computed core quantities demonstrates the validation of the thermal-hydraulic aspects of

the model. Differences that do occur between the prediction and experiment can be attributed

to the simplified locked rotor model. Although core temperatures will reach a peak during

the transition from forced to natural circulation flow, the error introduced by the simplified

locked rotor model results in a minor, conservative overprediction of peak core temperatures.

The reactivity feedback model used in this study was based on empirical feedback

coefficients developed by EBR-II workers.9 They identified 10 feedback coefficients, of

which 8 vary linearly with temperature and are due to the thermal expansion of various core

components. One of the remaining non-linear components of the reactivity, the Doppler

coefficient, is very small and is a function of the reciprocal fuel temperature. The other non-



linear feedback coefficient was deduced by comparing the computed linear (plus Doppler)

contributions to the measured power reactivity decrement. The resulting feedback, termed

bowing, is assumed to respond instantaneously to changes in the core temperature rise (power

to flow ratio). All of the EBR-II feedback coefficients are negative, except for the bowing

term, which is small and positive. Most of the reactivity coefficients in the model were

deduced from data from rod drop tests, reactor oscillator tests, or power reactivity decrement

measurements10. The reactivity feedback model was validated with data from the mild reactor

flow and core inlet temperature perturbation experiments9-11.

4. Analysis of SHRT 45

The combined effect of the thermal-hydraulic and reactivity models was investigated

by applying the integrated SASSYS model of EBR-II to the analysis of the Inherent Safety

Demonstration Tests. The first of tests, SHRT 45, was an unprotected loss-of-flow transient

from full power and flow, which is similar to the conditions caused by a station blackout6.

This was simulated in EBR-II by removing the 2400 V power supply to the primary and

secondary pumps. The auxiliary pump was allowed to operate on battery power. The primary

pump coastdown, which had a duration of about 100 s, was driven by the combined inertia

of the pump motor-generator set and the pump shaft Because the secondary pump is an

electromagnetic pump, the secondary system coastdown was driven only by the coolant

inertia. The flowrate in the secondary reached natural circulation levels (about 10% of

nominal) in roughly 10 s. Just prior to test initiation, the control rod drives were deactivated

to preclude control rod movement during the transient. Thus the transient core conditions were

dependent upon reactivity feedback effects alone.

Computer simulation of the transient was accomplished by specifying the primary

pump speeds during coastdown and the steam generator sodium side transient temperature

drop. As before, the quality of the simulation can be judged by its prediction of the

temperature response of the top of core thermocouples in XX09. Figure 5 indicates that there

is excellent agreement between the computed and observed core temperatures during the first

200 s of the transient. The final state of the reactor is not accurately reproduced as evidenced

by the disagreement between long term calculated and observed XX09 temperatures.

The higher computed core temperatures during the later stage of the transient result



in a greater than anticipated core flowrate, due to enhanced natural circulation. The natural

circulation driving force accounts for roughly half of the total driving head following the

primary pump coastdown, with the remainder being supplied by the auxiliary pump. Figure

6 shows the coolant flowrate through XX09, which is directly proportional to the core

fiowrate.

The increasing reactor temperatures during the early phase of the transient induce a

negative reactivity feedback, which decreases the core power and limits the temperature rise.

As shown in figure 7, the reactivity feedback directly reflects the core temperature response.

The computed reactivity agrees well with the measured reactivity during the first 200 s of the

transient. Later in the transient, the computed reactivity converges to zero more rapidly than

the observed reactivity. This is indicative of the reactor attaining a higher powered

equilibrium state, which produces the elevated core temperatures of the model.

The mismatch between computed and observed core power levels at the end of the

transient is not fully understood. A possible explanation is that, at low flow conditions, a

deficiency exists in the modeling of the reactivity feedback effects, because the reactivity

model is based on measurements, at full flow conditions, of the power reactivity decrement.

Also, some of the reactivity effects are known to respond more slowly to changing core

conditions than others. This phenomenon is not modeled, and could be the cause of the long

term power mismatch. It is interesting to note that in an earlier analysis of the SHRT tests6,

using the NATDEMO code with the same reactivity model, a similar mismatch between

computed and observed core power levels was found. Further investigation of the effect of

low f ow on the reactivity feedbacks will be needed to resolve this issue.

5. Analysis of SHRT B302R

The second Inherent Safety Demonstration Test analyzed, SHRT B302R, was an

unprotected loss-of-heat-sink transient from full power and flow. This experiment was

designed to simulate the effects of a loss of the balance of plant on a LMR. Among the

events which result in a loss of BOP are a loss of power to the secondary system sodium

pumps, a loss of secondary system sodium coolant, or a loss of feedwater leading to dryout

of the steam generator12. Each of these mishaps result in a situation where, through no fault

of its own, the primary system is unable to transfer heat to the BOP via the EHX.
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The LOHSWS transient was simulated in EBR-II by lowering the secondary system

coolant flowrate to its minimum allowable level, which is about 0.4% of nominal. If the

power to the secondary pump is turned off, natural circulation forces will establish a flowrate

of about 10% of nominal through the secondary loop. In order to lower the flowrate below

this level, the pump head was reversed. The idealized situation of total loss-of-heat-sink (i.e.,

no primary system heat losses) is unattainable in EBR-II due to passive heat removal12. The

shutdown coolers remove about 120 kW. Other sources of passive heat removal - the shield

cooling system, the sodium purification system, and heat transfer through the walls of the

primary tank - remove an additional 250 kW. The reduced flow in the secondary system

removes another 200 kW through the IHX. The heat losses were balanced somewhat by a

heat gain of about 200 kW from the primary pumps. Thus during the transient, the primary

system was exposed to a net heat loss of approximately 370 kW.

Computer simulation of the transient was achieved by reversing the head on the

secondary pump model to a level which effectively stopped the secondary system flow. The

resulting transient broadly reproduces SHRT B302R. Further refinement of the simulation was

achieved by simulating the effect of coolant streaming between the IHX outlet and the primary

pump inlet. Although sodium flows from the IHX directly into the sodium pool, the coolant

mixes only with a portion of it before being drawn into the pumps. This results in a thermal

stratification of the sodium pool. In SASSYS, the sodium pool is modeled as a completely

mixed volume. Therefore for transients with rapidly varying IHX outlet temperatures, the

primary pump inlet temperatures will depend upon the effective mixing volume of the sodium

pool. The coolant streaming effect was modeled by SASSYS by reducing the primary tank

sodium volume to m3, which is 50% of the actual primary tank sodium volume.

The driving function of the LOFWS transient is shown in figure 8. This figure

presents a comparison of the measured and computed secondary system flowrates. The effect

of the mismatch between the secondary system flowrates early in the transient is negligible,

because it occurs at such low flow conditions. The loss of secondaiy system coolant flow

results in the rapid elimination of heat transfer from the primary to the secondary system via

the IHX, as indicated in figure 9. Without this heat transfer, the constant primary flow exits

the IHX essentially at the inlet temperature. Because sodium exiting the IHX partially mixes

with the primary tank sodium before being drawn into the primary pumps and being delivered



to the reactor inlet, the temperature at the IHX outlet and at the reactor inlet are markedly

different (compare figures 9 and 10). Figure 10 shows the computed and measured

temperatures of the reactor inlet and of the thermocouples at the top of the core (TTC) in

XX09. The increasing reactor inlet temperature induces a negative reactivity response which

lowers the core power. As shown in figure 11, SASSYS broadly reproduces this reactivity

response. The difference between the calculated and observed reactivity response is small (<

3 0), and has little effect on the accuracy of the calculation.

SASSYS accurately simulates the reactor inlet and outlet temperatures during the early

phase of the transient. As the transient progresses, negative reactivity feedback effects reduce

the core power to zero and result in the convergence of the core inlet and outlet temperatures.

The computed long term core temperature is higher than the observed long term core

temperature because extraneous primary system heat fluxes (pump heat gain, shutdown cooler

heat loss, etc.) are not modeled. These heat fluxes have little effect on short term transient

core temperatures, but are important to the long term (asymptotic) behavior of the core.

Subsequent use of SASSYS for long term transients in EBR-II will require the development

of models for the shutdown cooler system, pump heat gain, and heat transfer through the

primary tank walls.

6. Conclusions

The Shutdown Heat Removal Tests in general, and the Inherent Safety Demonstration

Tests in particular, demonstrated the ability of EBR-II to safely shutdown following severe

transients without automatic control rod or operator action. The experiments had the additional

benefit of accentuating the passively safe characteristics which are integral to the safe

operation of the next generation of LMRs. They also provided data for the validation of codes

which will be used in the design and licensing of these advanced reactors.

Analysis of the SHRT experiments with SASSYS provides insight into the quality and

relevance of aspects of the thermal-hydraulic and reactivity feedback models under a variety

of different conditions. Aspects of the thermal-hydraulic model were investigated with the

analysis of a protected LOF - SHRT 17. The analysis illustrated the ability of the homologous

pump model to simulate a pump coastdown. It also demonstrated that the single parameter

locked rotor model provides acceptable, and conservatively pessimistic, predictions of core
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temperatures during the transition from forced to natural circulation flow. The combined

action of the thermal-hydraulic and reactivity feedback models was investigated with the

analysis of SHRT 45 and SHRT B302R. Analysis of SHRT 45 demonstrated the ability of

SASSYS to correcdy simulate the high temperature core conditions following a LOFWS.

Analysis of SHRT B302R demonstrated the ability of SASSYS to correctly model primary

system response to abrupt changes in secondary system conditions, such as a LOHSWS. The

good agreement shown in the analysis of these tests gives confidence in the thermal hydraulic

model and its interaction with the reactivity feedback model.

There are a number of specific areas of interest for further study. A more mechanistic

approach to the reactivity feedback model will be needed to resolve its shortcomings, which

are especially evident at low flow, long term conditions. The incorporation of models for

pump heat gain, the shutdown cooler system, and heat transfer through the primary tank walls

will be needed in order to extend the analysis to long term transients in EBR-H It is

important to note though, that while all of these phenomena will affect details of the

calculation, none should present a major change. The validation of specific SASSYS models

as applied to the transients discussed here will not be altered by these considerations.

The favorable results of the analysis of the SHRT experiments demonstrates the

applicability of the integrated SASSYS model of EBR-II. The level of agreement is very

important because it gives confidence in the capability of SASSYS to model the

thermal-hydraulic behavior of LMRs and supports the application of SASSYS to the study

of protected and unprotected transients in the next generation of LMRs.
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